ABSTRACT. Compact right topological groups arise naturally as the enveloping semigroups of distal flows. Recently, John Pym and the author established the existence of Haar measure \i on such groups, which invites the consideration of the regular representations. We start here by characterizing the continuous representations of a compact right topological group G, and are led to the conclusion that the right regular representation r is not continuous (unless G is topological). The domain of the left regular representation / is generally taken to be the topological centre
THEOREM. A flow (S, X) is distal if and only if its enveloping semigroup S is a group (i.e., a subgroup ofX x ).
For a distal flow (S, X), the compact right topological group G := S~ is called the Ellis group of the flow. There is a powerful structure theorem for compact groups G that come from topological dynamics like this (i.e., have dense topological centres); it developed over an extended period [7, 6, 14] , the claim about normality of each subgroup L^ in G (rather than just in L^_i for successor ordinals £) having been established only recently [12, 13] .
THE FURSTENBERG-ELLIS-NAMIOKA STRUCTURE THEOREM. Let G\ be a compact right topological group and suppose that (*)
A(Gi) is dense in G\.
Let G be a closed subgroup ofG\. Then G has a system of subgroups ih i o < i < &} ordered by the set of ordinals less than or equal to an ordinal £o cmd satisfying (i) each L^ is a closed normal subgroup ofG,Lo = G, and L^0 = {e}; (ii) fort; < £0, Lç D L^+\, and the function (sLç+utLç+i) 1-> stLç+u G/Z^+i x Lç/Lç+i -» G/L^+i
is continuous for the quotient topologies; and (Hi) for each limit ordinal £ < £o> L^ = H^ Ly-
REMARKS, (i)
The proof of the theorem shows that every compact right topological group G has a smallest compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a compact topological group; this conclusion does not depend on the hypothesis (*). The important conclusion that does depend on (*) is K ^ G; indeed, in Example (e) (below) K = G, and G does not have a system of subgroups as in the theorem. The situation is different for Example (d); it has a system of subgroups as in the theorem, but the proof of the theorem does not produce it.
(ii) The system of subgroups in the conclusion of Theorem 2 can be used to establish the existence of Haar measure /x for groups G satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. ji is the unique probability measure on G that is invariant under all right translations; it is also invariant under all continuous left translations [12, 13] . Example (e) shows that the existence of the system of subgroups is not a necessary condition for the existence of Haar measure. ( Representations. Let G be a compact right topological group, and let (TT, H) be a representation of G, 7r is a homomorphism of G into the group ZL -U(H) of unitary operators on a Hilbert space H. We note first that weak (operator) continuity of IT is equivalent to strong continuity of IT. This is proved in the same way as for topological groups. So, by "continuity of 7r", we mean continuity in either of these senses; in particular, the continuity of TT requires each coefficient [9; p. 162] that there is an equivalent scalar product on H, for which TT is a unitary representation. The proof does not work for compact right topological groups, and so it is conceivable that such a group has a uniformly bounded representation that is not equivalent to a unitary representation. We do not know an example.
We now turn our attention to compact right topological groups G with Haar measure /i, and consider the regular representations of G on H = L 2 (G) . Because of the asymmetry of continuity of the multiplication in G, the left and right regular representations have to be treated separately. we can, and generally shall, consider S to be the domain of /; viewed like this, / is continuous at least if the map from S into A(G) is continuous and S is first countable (Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem).
The right regular representation, r:s*->R s , where RJ(t) = f(ts) for s G G and/ G H, is a faithful representation of G, so it cannot be continuous (unless G is topological). For the left regular representation
, /: s 1--• L S -\ , L s -\f(t) = f(s~xt) for/ G H,
Examples.
EXAMPLE ( is a compact right topological group with
T --> T being the character w i -+ w"). A(G) = Z(G), the algebraic centre of G; also, A(G) is dense in G, as is the copy of the integers {(e in \ ( )") | n G Z} C A(G) [15] . Haar measure /x on G is given by
just integration with respect to the product of the Haar measures on the compact topological groups T and £, which is the same as the Haar measure on the compact, abelian, direct product, topological group G 1 -T x E. Thus, an orthonormal basis for
the orthogonality comes from the fact that the integral of a character \ over a compact abelian topological group is zero unless \ -1, the trivial character, in which case the integral is 1. Considering the right regular representation r: (w\ 9 [v] injects E/E n = T onto an orthonormal basis for sp(«, T). These subrepresentations of r are not continuous.
h\) \-+ R( Wu hi) of G, we have
The left regular representation / is not continuous on A(G) or even on
if these groups are given the relative topology from G. So, let Z have the discrete topology and consider /: Z -> U(H). As above for fixed n ^ 0, let
injects Z onto an orthonormal set with closed linear The left regular representation /: T x C -» *£/(//) is continuous, and the decomposition of H for it is quite different from that for r (as in Example (b)). We still have continuous one-dimensional subrepresentations of / on each C(n, 0). Now fixz^O and consider the subspace is a compact right topological group. Here A(G) = T x {1}, so G does not satisfy the hypotheses of the structure theorem (Theorem 2). Nonetheless, G has a system of subgroups as in the conclusion of the structure theorem, and Haar measure JU on G is just Lebesgue measure on T, divided by two, on each of T x {1} and T x {ip}. We need some notation to discuss r. One can hardly be surprised by these discontinuities, given the discontinuity in the definition of the group. However, this representation can be viewed as a continuous representation of a related compact topological group, the semidirect product
The decomposition of H -L 2 (G) for the left regular representation /: T x T x Z -•

11(H) is quite different from that for r.G \-^ 11(H) (partly because T x T x t is not abelian). For ft ~ (hi,
m
/ is not continuous if T x T x Z has the relative topology from G, but is continuous if T x T x Z has its usual topology. It seems interesting to note that ip: (w, h) \-» (w, h(e 2l )> h) is a continuous isomorphism of the group T x E of Example (a) into G = T x T x E. The image (p(J x E)is normal in T x T x E, which is therefore an extension of (p(J x E) by (T x T x E)/(p(J
with multiplication (wi, w (/7 ,e)(vi, v^,S) -(uiv e ,u^v eip ,e6). (It seems best for notation to let {1, <p} denote the two element group for G\, as well as for G; for G\, ip is the automorphism of TxT that interchanges coordinates. See [16, or 10] for how one arrives at the compact topological group G\ from the compact right topological group G.) The map 0:
is a discontinuous isomorphism of G onto a dense subgroup of G\. Also,
is a continuous representation of G\ and r -IT O0:
The last example is perhaps even more striking. Not only does it seem more reasonable to think of r as a continuous representation of a related compact topological group, but the measure space (G, /x) can be simplified beyond recognition.
EXAMPLE (e) [12] . Let G be the semidirect product {±1}XT with multiplication Give G the topology for which a typical basic neighbourhood of (l,e m ) or (-l,e lh ), where a < b, is A := {(l,^),(-l,^)}U{(e,^) | e = ±l,a < 0 < ft}; these basic neighbourhoods are open and closed.
(G,T) is a compact, Hausdorff, right topological group and A(G) is trivial, consisting only of (1,1) , the identity of G. Thus G does not satisfy the hypotheses of the structure theorem; furthermore, G does not have a system of subgroups as in the conclusion of that theorem. Nonetheless, G has a (unique) Haar measure. For, a right invariant probability measure /z on G must assign measure min{l, (ft -a)/27i} to the basic neighbourhood A. Also, every open set B C G is the union of a countable number of sets of the form A. 
